Speeding Car Wrecks Entrance Wall Again!
Remember last year when a speeding driver took out our back entrance wall? Well it happened again!
th

About 7:30 a.m. on August 15 a 16-year-old driver was speeding east on Lake Underhill to retrieve a
backpack from his Jade Forest home when he came upon a gentleman from Waterford Bend entering
Lake Underhill with his truck. The speeder swerved to avoid hitting the truck, lost control of his car, and
crashed into the wall instead.

Car vs. Wall -- August 15, 2019
Photo by Cookie Symons
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The crash was reported, and at 7:39 a fire engine and EMT truck were dispatched to the scene. Thanks
to airbags the speeding driver and his passenger sustained only minor injuries but both were sent to
hospitals to make sure. The Waterford Bend gentleman was unhurt.

The Car
Photos by Cookie Symons
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The wall, on the other hand, is a disaster! The center portion of the wall was blasted out of existence, with
some bricks landing as far as 55 feet away from the wall and 6 feet from the adjacent house. Other bricks
landed on top of the car, shattering the rear window. The right support column was also badly damaged
and will have to be replaced.

Wall and Column Damage
Photos by Dennis Horazak and Cookie Symons
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Here at the Cypress Isles News city desk we first learned of the incident from Sara Blanc, who had passed
by the wall, saw the damage and the EMTs, and called Sandy Horazak at 8:15 to let us know us about the
wreck. A big “Thank you” goes out to Sara! Dennis Horazak headed to the scene, then notified the rest of
the Board. Harold Engold and Cookie Symons met Dennis at the ruins. The board texted Ken Zook at
WLCA so he could turn off the irrigation water at that entrance, and the Orange County Fire Department
notified Duke Energy to turn off the power.
An Orange County School Resource Deputy from the speeder’s school arrived around 9:00 to survey the
scene, and Duke Energy and the Florida Highway Patrol showed up at 9:50 to shut off the power and take
reports, respectively.
After FHP collected all their data and left, the board members moved the scattered masonry from the
sidewalk and the neighbor’s yard onto the grass behind the wall and cordoned off the scene with
“Caution/Cuidado” tape – just like they did in 2018.
The only not-bad thing about this wreck is that the HOA knows how to handle it, since they handled the
same [redacted] thing only 18 months ago. The same contractors have been notified. (They replied with
“you’re kidding, right?”) Also, this speeder has the same insurance company as last year’s speeder.
Same crash, different year.
Now starts the tedious process of getting copies of the official FHP report, estimating repair costs,
notifying the speeder’s insurance company, waiting for the insurance check, scheduling the masons,
electricians, sign-makers, and landscapers, and hoping for good weather (yeah, right). Once again the
repair is expected to cost tens of thousands of dollars, hopefully paid by the speeder’s insurance.
Last year the entire restoration process took 14 months -- also known as forEVer! We hope it happens
faster this year.

Board Members Assessing Damage
Photo by Dennis Horazak
So what about the next time someone hits this popular crash spot? One idea is to add some large
concrete balls in front of the wall, similar to the ones outside the entrance to Target in the Town Center, to
stop vehicular attacks and save the wall. Other half-serious suggestions included a ditch, a moat,
outward-facing metal spikes, those large plastic barrels filled with water they use on interstate highways,
and speed humps on Lake Underhill.
by Dennis Horazak, Regular Crash Reporter
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